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SUMMARY

Inventory Worker is Experienced providing cleaning services in a commercial setting. Experienced 
with the operation and maintenance of the following equipment and trade tools, auto scrubber, 
manual scrubber 150 to 300rpm, burnisher 800 to 1200 rpm, carpet extractor, encapsulation unit,
wet vac, vacuum, mops, brooms, and other related tools. Experienced with the process of routine.

SKILLS

Equipment Planner, Process Assistant.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Inventory Worker
ABC Corporation  2007 – 2008 
 Continually maintained facilities in a manner to extend longevity and provide a clean 

managed appearance. Extending the life cycle of carpets, tile, furniture and other items to 
maximize investment dollars.

 Utilized resources, equipment, and supplies in a fiscally responsible manner. Measuring 
solutions to manufacturers recommendations.

 Provided routine cleaning and maintenance to equipment to extend life cycle i.e Cleaning 
auto scrubbers after usage, changing vac bags as necessary, checking water levels on 
batteries.

 May acted as a lead worker in larger scale projects if necessary or during special events.
 Demonstrated appropriate communications with diverse populations in a professional work 

environment.
 Possessed creative problem solving abilities.
 Coordinated efficient and effective work schedules with supervisor to meet tight deadlines.

Inventory Worker
Delta Corporation  2006 – 2006 
 Responsible for ensuring accurate inventory production quality and efficiency levels Prepare 

shipping documents for products scheduled to ship Assist .
 Package and unload boxes.
 Assist with heavy carry outs.
 Maintain the parking lot, keep it clean and orderly.
 Counted inventory at various stores Worked late nights and early mornings Traveled to many 

different stores to assist in counting items.
 NY Assisted staff in counting and tracking merchandise and store goods.
 Travel to different states and stores counting stock rooms.

EDUCATION

GED
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